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handsome cardiologist fiancé, and a doting father. Surely they make up for her estranged sister and
hypochondriac mother...and a niggling sense that something, somewhere, got lost along the way. But then
Megan's life falls spectacularly apart. Faced with the knowledge that neither her father nor her fiancé are the
men she thought they were, she is loath to trust Travis—the high school boyfriend who never quite left her heart.
But his reappearance stirs dreams she once reluctantly packed away, and forces her to confront her relationship
with her sister—a bond that has been strained to the limit but has never quite broken. And amid the turmoil lies
the promise of a future Megan never expected—one that may turn out to contain everything she really needs...

Unicorn Bride-Claire Delacroix 2019-08-20 For generations, legend had stalked the battlements of the fortress
Montsalvat. And now Alienor de Perpignan found herself promised in marriage to the man at the heart of the oftwhispered tales: Dagobert, Count de Pereille. A near-mythic being rumored to be a beast by day – and more than
a man by night. That Alienor was his true-destined bride, Dagobert de Pereille had no doubt. Indeed, with her
exotic beauty and blade-bright spirit, she could be none other. But could he who bore the mark – and the curse –
of ancient kings ever trust her enough to open his heart? “Another delicious Delacroix delight!”—Affaire de Coeur

Fortunes of Fate: Prequel Story-Christina McKnight 2019-02-04 From Countess to Outcast… Shunned by
England’s Beau Monde because of her Barbadian heritage, Miss A’laya Banesworth has spent her life yearning for
true acceptance. When the Earl of Holderness courts her, she thinks that she’s found true love. Quickly, A’laya
discovers that her marriage is only one of convenience. Though she is now a countess, A’laya still faces
disapproval and scorn from her new husband’s family. Only the birth of her daughter, Katherina brings her
happiness. But A’laya does not anticipate how wicked her enemies are. Katherina is stolen from her, and A’laya is
left without resources to find her. Still, she searches desperately, holding out hope that her daughter is still alive.
As the years pass, A’laya travels the English countryside as a fortune teller, yearning to be reunited with
Katherina. The bond between mother and daughter is strong—so strong that when fate and fortune collide, love
abounds...

The Ones Who Got Away-Roni Loren 2018-01-02 "Phenomenal. Gets my highest recommendation!" —LORELEI
JAMES, New York Times and USA Today bestselling author It's been twelve years since tragedy struck the senior
class of Long Acre High School. Only a few students survived that fateful night—a group the media dubbed The
Ones Who Got Away. Liv Arias thought she'd never return to Long Acre—until a documentary brings her and the
other survivors back home. Suddenly her old flame, Finn Dorsey, is closer than ever, and their attraction is still
white-hot. When a searing kiss reignites their passion, Liv realizes this rough-around-the-edges cop might be
exactly what she needs... Liv's words cut off as Finn got closer. The man approaching was nothing like the boy
she'd known. The bulky football muscles had streamlined into a harder, leaner package and the look in his deep
green eyes held no trace of boyish innocence. The Ones Who Got Away series: The Ones Who Got Away (Book 1)
The One You Can't Forget (Book 2) The One You Fight For (Book 3) Readers are Raving About Roni Loren's The
Ones Who Got Away: "Unforgettable... Roni Loren at her best!" —KRISTEN CALLIHAN, New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author of the Game On series "Unique, swoony, and lively. The Ones Who Got Away is the best
kind of second-chance romance!" —SARINA BOWEN, USA Today bestselling author of Stay "The Ones Who Got
Away is EXACTLY what I love in romance; angsty, hot, conflicted, funny! Roni Loren delivers on all of it! Don't let
this book get away!"—M. O'Keefe, USA Today bestselling author of Baby, Come Back

Shattered-Kele Moon 2019-10-28 Betrayed by the love of her life at sixteen, causing her to flee her home, Amber
Daniels’ taste in men hasn’t improved over time. With a bitter divorce under her belt, she returns home to support
her sisters and dying mother. It takes one day before she finds herself in trouble with the local werewolves—and
being rescued by her childhood crush. One hot look and the pain returns…overshadowed only by the desire. But
Amber’s older, wiser, and unwilling to be burned yet again. Desmon Nightwind was an angry youth the night his
world exploded and he lost his mate. Now pack alpha, he’s no longer an untried teen, but still wholly unprepared
for Amber’s return to Hollow Mountain. He lost her once. No amount of pack politics, family strife, or alpha
obligations will make him let her go a second time. He’ll do whatever it takes to claim and protect his human
mate. Even battle neighboring wolves using anything at their disposal to start a war. They don’t fight fair…and
neither will Desmon.

The Rules of Persuasion-Amity Hope 2017-08-14 1)Take things slow (her rule) 2)Make it believable (his rule)
After tragedy hit her family, Meg Matthews officially crossed the line from “good girl” to “bad girl.” Motorcycle?
Check. Graffiti? Check. The only thing Meg hadn’t planned on was blackmail. Too bad now a certain infuriating
boy holds Meg’s future in his hands... When Luke Prescott—star pitcher and town golden boy—catches Meg
vandalizing the school, she’s given two choices: face the consequences or enter into a fake relationship with him
to get his parents and his ex off his back. But as Meg and Luke grow closer, they both realize they’ve been
keeping secrets from each other. Their fake relationship might be doomed from the start—if they can’t learn to
open up to the one person they never thought they’d trust. Disclaimer: This Entangled Teen Crush book contains
late-night graffiti sessions, flirty baseball lessons, and a never-ending list of relationship rules just made to be
broken.

The School for Heiresses-Sabrina Jeffries 2006-12-26 Join New York Times bestselling author Sabrina Jeffries
and three other delightful historical romance authors as they put their own spin on Jeffries’s bestselling School for
Heiresses series. These passionate tales feature four young women who learn that there’s nothing textbook about
love… “It is better not to marry at all than to marry badly.” –Mrs. Charlotte Harris, headmistress At the School for
Heiresses, the lessons go far beyond etiquette and needlepoint. In addition to teaching her students how to avoid
fortune hunters, headmistress and founder Charlotte Harris proposes the radical notion that women of all means
need not shackle themselves to men at all—unless they find a suitable, desirable mate. So lessons in the fine art of
acquiring a loving and passionate husband are part of the curriculum at this highly unusual school. And as the
holidays approach, Mrs. Harris sends her young ladies home with personally tailored lessons to work on. Will they
return any closer to finding the perfect husband?

Sunset Bay-Susan Mallery 2009-02-24 In an emotional story brimming with wry humor, New York Times
bestselling author Susan Mallery pens a heartwarming tale of love, family, and a woman's journey of discovery.
What if you got another chance at the life that got away? LA accountant Megan Greene has a successful job, a
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the real me, filled with passion and a love for music. Every day was a fight to not fall back down the rabbit hole.
And every day, somehow, I slowly began to discover what it meant to fin myself. It was a hysteric rise, but it was
ours. And I wouldn't change a thing. From the Author **18+ for sexual situations, language, and adult content.**
This book is a standalone! In the Crashing Series there are some character overlaps with The Hysterics, so after
you fall in love with Dane and Fallon in The Hysterics, you can see what they're up to a few years in the future in
Crashing Back Down: amzn.to/1uNpzmL

House of Royals-Keary Taylor 2015-06-21 Every town has its history and skeletons, but Silent Bend, Mississippi’s
are darker than most. Ruled from the shadows by the House—the immortal Born and their aging, enslaved
Bitten—everyone knows not to go out after dark and that the police will never look into crimes involving blood.
Alivia Ryan didn’t know the man who claims to be her father through a will even existed until she inherits the
Conrath plantation. Instead of the sleepy house she expects, she finds a mansion and a staff who look at her with
fear in their eyes. Ian Ward tried to kill Alivia the first time they met, and then insisted he train her to defend
herself against the House, who he claims will try to manipulate and take her in for their own political reasons. And
the growing attraction between them will threaten their lives—Ian is a sworn enemy of the House. In Silent Bend,
people disappear, the threat of a demented King and the legend of his resurrecting Queen hang over everyone’s
heads, and proving loyalty means far more than blood. You’d better watch who you trust in this town…

Spring Fling-Logan Chance 2019-03-22 A kiss. Your touch. One wild night.But when morning comes, I'll be
gone.Because everyone knows flings can't last...Or can they?Fourteen bestselling and award-winning authors
curated the hottest stories of the season in this must-have anthology.Unmoored by Ella JamesLei'd in Paradise (A
Cupcakes Series Novella) by Bethany LopezThe Accidental Hookup by Claudia BurgoaFalling From Gravity by K.k.
AllenThe Anti-Fling by Parker S. HuntingtonCake By The Ocean by Cambria HebertAfter Party by Nicole
FrenchMy Best Friend's Honeymoon by Grahame ClaireSome Beach by Harloe RaeFlingology by Logan
ChanceSingle In Paradise by Leslie PikeAccidental Fling with a Superstar by Sunniva DeePour Judgment by
Heather M. OrgeronBliss on Break by Amelia Wilde

Filthy Vows-Alessandra Torre 2019-07-18 A marriage turns uber sexual when a husband starts indulging his
wife's secret fantasies.

Dark Alpha's Claim-Donna Grant 2015-11-17 Dark Alpha's Claim is the first in an exclusive new series from New
York Times bestselling author Donna Grant! There is no escaping a Reaper. I am an elite assassin, part of a
brotherhood that only answers to Death. And when Death says your time is up, I am coming for you... My whole
existence is based on taking what Death wants. Born to eliminate Fae guilty of unforgivable crimes, my reckless,
wild nature makes me the perfect assassin to carry out Death's bidding. I've seen more sinister and violent
dealings than anyone could ever imagine. But it was the sight of her face that stopped me cold. I've never wanted
a woman-never mind a human-so badly; never felt my heart, hardened by death, burn brighter and hotter until it
burst into flames. She is everything I desire. The kind of woman that compels you to stake your claim on her, to
let the world know that she's yours. A Reaper saving her life will only attract danger, but I vow to protect her at
all costs from the Fae that hunt her, and keep safe the woman who has claimed me, body and soul.

Until Susan-C. P. Smith 2018-08-27 From the world of NYT and USA Today bestselling author, Aurora Rose
Reynolds. See how the Mayson clan began. You've read their sons' stories, now it's James and Susan's turn.
Experience the boom all over again in this action-packed novella of insta-love and suspense from Author CP
Smith.

Dirty Nasty Freaks-Callie Hart 2018-08-15 Face of an angel. Body of a god. And a mouth so dirty he could make
the devil blush... Fix Marcosa's time can be bought with money, but he isn't selling sex. Murderers, rapists,
criminals: if you're on the wrong side of Fix's moral code, you're in trouble. The kind of trouble that winds up
getting you killed. As a hitman for hire, Fix is no stranger to violence. He's merciless. Relentless. A true savage,
down to the roots of his very soul. You can beg. You can plead. You can pray, but it won't do you any good. Once
the tall, dark stranger arrives at your doorstep, it's already too late to repent. Sera Lafferty's no stranger to
heartbreak. With an abusive father and a dependant sister, her life has been one of sacrifice and compromise. As
soon as she sets eyes on Felix 'Fix' Marcosa, she recognizes the darkness in him and makes a vow: she will not get
involved. But trapped inside a motel room with the sexiest man to ever walk the earth? Throw in some tequila and
the storm to end all storms, and Sera finds herself worshipping at the altar of Marcosa. She knows she made a
mistake. She knows she needs to run. But when she witnesses the assassin at work first hand, she knows it's far
too late. Thrown into the back of his sleek black ride, Sera finds herself trapped, and in more way than one. Fix is
deadly. He's demanding, he's dirty, and he's determined to claim her for his own. * THIS THE THE FULL BOOK
OF DIRTY NASTY FREAKS*

Hollywood Playboy-Natasha Madison 2019-01-28 Behind the "lights, camera, action" of Hollywood lies a world of
deception, love, and seduction. Are you ready for Hollywood Royalty? Jessica An entertainment journalist was the
last thing I thought I would be doing.I thought once I got my degree, I would be reporting on stories that made a
difference, but now all I do is report on who broke up with who and who is dating who.I was over it.Then I got my
next assignment. He's Hollywood's bad boy.He works hard, and he plays even harder.He's rude, he's
condescending, and he's made it known he doesn't want me on the tour. With one month on the road with him,
two things might happen.One, I may never work in this industry again.Two, I may just be like everyone else and
fall for Hollywood's Playboy.

Immortal Angel-Lynsay Sands 2020-09-29 In a sizzling new Argeneau novel from New York Times bestselling
author Lynsay Sands, a gorgeous mortal encounters his greatest temptation… For almost two centuries, Ildaria
Garcia has been on the run, a trouble magnet with a knack for taking down bad guys. Lately, her vigilante
tendencies have drawn unwelcome attention to her fellow Immortals. Forced to relocate, Ildaria is supposed to lay
low in a new town. Instead, she quickly entangles herself with six and a half feet of muscular, tattooed trouble.
Joshua James Simpson Guiscard, aka G.G., knows a lot about Immortals—enough to make him wary. Yet from the
moment Ildaria walks into his club, he feels desire stronger than anything he’s known. Accepting the fact that
they might be life mates is disconcerting. But when her past catches up to them, G.G. faces a choice—confront his
demons at last, or lose a passion that’s hot as hell.

The Tenth Girl-Carrie Aarons 2018-09-07 Never play a game you can't win.For Cain Kent, that rule is golden.
Losing is not in his vocabulary, and up until now, everything has come easy. Football, school, girls ... his charmlaced ego may just be bigger than Texas itself.The competition he started freshman year with his friends, to make
ten notches each in their bedposts by graduation day, is practically in the bag. One more to go, and then it's off to
college fame and eventually, the big time. Attachments aren't something he wants to form, but when the quiet
new girl challenges him in front of his classmates, his curiosity is piqued. She would be the perfect final score,
and what fun to break her in the process.Too bad Harper Posy has no intention of being just another warm body,
especially to the bad boy quarterback. Even if he does quote Forster and Huxley when no one is listening. An
aspiring author herself, Cain and his hidden soft side are dangerous to her heart. She's seen men ruin her
mother's dreams time and again, and she's determined to fly far away as soon as she has that diploma in her
fist.But as the school year's end looms closer, both realize they didn't quite understand the rules to begin with. Is
winning a dirty bet worth the gamble when the stakes, or the other's heart in this case, are so high?Harper is the
one girl who isn't up for playing games. And she just might make Cain lose. Everything.

The Hysterics-Kristen Mazzola 2015-01-27 Once upon a time, I was Fallon Dunbar. Rock and roll, drugs, and bad
decisions were the life I lived. I'd fallen so deep into the dark rabbit hole that I was certain I would never make it
out alive. People like me didn't get second chance. People like me didn't get lifted from the darkness. So when the
opportunity showed up, I had to take it. I walked away from everything I loved, everything that was killing me,
and I became Fae Dunham. After that, I had behind makeup, long sleeves, and a closed-off heart. All was well
until I met Dane Pearson. He wasn't convinced of the new me, and whenever he was near, I felt like the old me,
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night, while everyone is sleeping, dreaming of white knights and fairytales. I'm making friends with the monsters.
They call to me, like finds like, right? My biggest secret, I'm the scariest monster I know. I think I'm the bad guy.
MFMM Reverse Harem novel with adult themes not recommended for those under 18.

Can't Touch This-Pepper Winters 2016-12-03 From New York Times Bestseller Pepper Winters writing as Tess
Hunter, comes a sarcastic, sexy standalone full of men with big 'you know whats', puppies, pigmy pigs, and
swoon-worthy moments. I don't want to touch it. I really, really don't. He's egotistical, crass, and my patient's
owner--which makes him totally off limits. Yep, that's right. He owns the wiener I'm currently working on. A
wiener dog--get your dirty mind out of the gutter. I've also worked on his Spoodle, his Cocker-shitzu, and a
Cheagle--don't ask. (And no, it's not a sexual position). It doesn't help that he also represents most of my jointowned veterinary practice's small clientele. We'd only just opened the doors a few months ago, and in he strode
with a yelping Taco Terrier. One haughty look at our sparkling new facilities, he'd demanded royal treatment,
even though I was currently finger deep up a squalling tom cat. Ever since then, he expects me to serve him. Any
time. All the time. Him and his revolving zoo of dogs. One of these days, I'm going to swat him for being such a
pompous ass but I can't deny the way he handles his charges makes me want to see past the 'do as I say and don't
ask questions' barking exterior. But then last week...he caught me staring at his um, cough, package. His bossy
commands switched to a cocky smirk. He gave me permission to do something I promised myself I would never
ever do. I can touch it. If I want...

Enslaved by the Ocean-Bella Jewel 2014-10-14 Indigo temporarily escapes her troubles aboard a private yacht
with her best friend Eric. After an onboard fire strands them in the Atlantic Ocean, they are taken hostage by
modern-day pirates and Indigo tries to resist her immediate attraction to their captain Hendrix.

Fisher's Light-Tara Sivec 2015-03-22 Fisher, I guess this is it, huh? After fourteen years together, starting a life
of our own on this island, five deployments and countless letters I’ve written you through it all, I finally go out to
the mailbox and see something I’ve always dreamed of: an envelope with your handwriting on it. For one moment,
I actually thought you’d changed your mind, that all the awful things you said to me were just your way of coping
after everything you’d been through. I was still here, Fisher. I was still here, holding my breath, waiting for you to
come back even though you told me you never would. You always said you’d find your way back to me. Out of all
the lies you’ve told me, this one hurts the most. Enclosed you will find the signed divorce papers, as requested. I
hope you find what you’re looking for. I’m sorry it wasn’t me. Lucy To get the ending they want, Lucy and Fisher
will have to go back to the beginning. Through the good and the bad, they’ll be reminded of why they always
made their way back to each other, and why this time, one way or another, it will be the last time.

Christmas Wishes-Christine Merrill 2015-10-01 24 Christmas Wishes Are you dreaming of white Christmases,
mistletoe kisses and cosy evenings by the fire? This fabulous collection of nine Christmas books is bursting with
festive romanceâe"the perfect gift to keep you warm this Christmas. Treat yourself to the twenty-four sparkling
romances filled with bosses, brides, babiesâe¦and baking! This delightful collection includes: Unlaced at
Christmas The Bossâe(tm)s Christmas Seduction The Little Christmas Kitchen Christmas at the Castle Christmas
Baby Miracles Mistletoe Brides A Gingerbread CafÃ© Christmas A Husband for Christmas One Hot Christmas

London Lovers-Sierra Simone 2015-12-16 Notorious playboy Silas Cecil-Coke returns to England to persuade
Molly O'Flaherty to marry him, but between the bitter memories and the competing suitors, Silas discovers that
wooing a bride is no easy task, unless, of course, he decides to stop playing fair...

The Queen's Consorts-Kele Moon 2014-01 The Queen's Consorts. Just laying eyes on one is a death sentence. So
when Sari, who spent most of her life on the streets, ends up entangled in a steamy relationship with the two most
forbidden men on the planet, she knows it can't end well. After a brutal attack, Sari's taken to the Sacred City,
exposing her to the secret lives of the Rayians who rule in the long lost queen's absence. It's in this darkly sexual
world where she first meets the legendary consorts. Too handsome and talented for their own good, Calder and
Taryen have learned to trust only each other in order to survive. Bred to be feared warriors and exclusive
companions to a queen, instead they're slaves to other Rayians desires for them. Their brutal lives make the two
consorts hesitant to care for Sari when she's unexpectedly dumped in their laps, but they soon discover she's
different from the cruel women they're used to serving. Drawn to Sari on a soul deep level, Calder and Taryen
can't seem to stop themselves from going back for one more taste of the beautiful outsider... even when it puts the
fate of the entire world in jeopardy.

Shine Not Burn-Elle Casey 2015-07-28 Revised edition: This edition of Shine Not Burn includes editorial
revisions.

Alien Bride-Tracy Lauren 2018-10-10 Alessandra Kennedy wakes up to a veritable hell, locked in a cage and held
captive by aliens. But her greatest fear is of what lies beyond those cell doors. What horrors will the new life
beyond her prison have to offer? She imagined every worst case scenario and all the horrible things that might
await her, but never once did she imagine she would become an alien

Flawed Love-Bella Jewel 2015-07-07 Rainer Torrence is everything I could have wanted in my life and more. He
became my best friend when I was Thirteen years old. From then on, we were inseparable. He was my first love
and my first heartbreak. But I always thought it was forever. Until his Father died and things went bad. Then
suddenly, he disappeared. Ten years and I didn't see or hear from him. Then came the call I'd be praying for- he
was back in town. Only the man I remembered is not him. This man is quiet, deadly, and so incredibly beautiful.
He also doesn't remember me. He looks into my eyes, and he sees nothing. Nothing. So, I let him believe I'm just a
girl that walked into his bar. I let him believe I'm just a friend. I let him use me on the cold, dark nights. I let him
believe that I am as emotionless about our relationship as he is. I just let the secret go on and on. But all secrets
have an end, don't they?

Romance of the Rose-Claire Delacroix 1993 Romance Of The Rose by Claire Delacroix released on Jan 25, 1993
is available now for purchase.

Beautifully Damaged-L. A. Fiore 2014-03-25 Ember Walsh is a trusting soul with the quiet beauty of her late
mother, who perished in a mysterious car crash when Ember was three. A little tomboyish from being raised by
her father, Ember packs a punch when a stranger gets pushy with her in a bar, catching the steely blue eyes of a
tall, gorgeous tattooed man--Trace Montgomery. Still damaged from her last disastrous relationship and warned
off the bad boy by friends, Ember fights the smoldering heat that Trace sparks in her when he begins shadowing
her like a dark angel. Burdened by a lifetime of horror and heartbreak, amateur fighter Trace doesn't want to
want Ember. His deep self-loathing keeps him from having any meaningful relationships, but Ember is an itch he
can't scratch. The two push and pull, slowly crumbling their walls, seemingly brought together by fate, because
the turmoil that haunts their pasts is interlinked in undeniable ways. But can these two fighters finally lay down
their arms? In Beautifully Damaged, L.A. Fiore delves into deep scars and lets love and forgiveness uncover
redemption.

Cruel: Savannah Heirs-Raven Kennedy 2019-03-08 I've got a secret. Savannah, Georgia is full of debutantes and
greed. The Heirs own this town. They own me, too. I don't know what I did to ruin what we had. But their
kindness turned cruel almost a year ago. I was prepared to leave it all behind and start over at a new school. But
Rogue Kelly, the king of the Heirs, ruined that. He doesn't want me anymore but doesn't want anyone else to have
me either. I know too much to be set free, but not enough to stay. The Heirs aren't through with me yet. And I
crave their cruelty too much to give up now.Authors' Note: This is a bully romance with dark themes that may be
triggering for some readers. Please read with caution.

Kitty McKenzie's Land-AnneMarie Brear 2019-02 1866: Kitty McKenzie's path has taken her from the slums of
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York to the inhospitable bush of colonial Australia. Yet, when she believes her dreams will never be attained, she
is shown that sometimes life can be even better than what you wish for. Kitty is gifted land in the far north of New
South Wales. Life at the northern property is full of hardships - however, Kitty's strength of will and belief in
herself give her the courage most women of her time never realize they have. A decided thorn in her side is the
arrogant and patronizing Miles Grayson, owner of the adjourning run. He wants her gone so he can have her land,
but he wants her even more.

but will her indecisive heart cost her the love of both men?

Dirty Bad Wrong-Jade West 2015-03-05 They call him Masque. I call him God. The man I want to consume me,
own me, break me and corrupt me. Yet I've never seen his face. His body ripples like an Adonis, sculpted in steel
and dripping in sin. His flesh is inked with the mark of the chimera - one body, two very different halves. He plays
hard. He plays rough. He has no limits. He's so fucking dirty bad wrong. But I love him for it. *** Lydia Marsh is
always the strong one. The girl who never breaks, and sure as hell never cries. She's got it all - the perfect little
life in cosy suburbia, with her perfectly nice boyfriend, and their perfectly sufficient sex life. She's even got her
perfect little career plan all wrapped up at Trial Run Software Group. But when it all falls apart, and Lydia's
pretty, green eyes are fixed on a brutally sexual stranger - the man they call Masque - she comes to suspect that
being strong isn't all it's cracked up to be. For now Lydia wants something she's never wanted before... And she
wants Masque to give it to her. **Warning - this novel contains graphic sex, and hardcore elements of BDSM.
There are scenes of violence (consensual) as well as sexual practices some readers may find offensive. If you
aren't turned on by dirty bad wrong sex then please walk on by. Thank you.**

Dark Tournament-Elisa S. Amore 2018-07-05 From Elisa S. Amore, author of the #1 bestselling saga TOUCHED,
comes a new spinoff series full of suspense, adventure, and love.

Where One Goes-B. N. Toler 2018-10-07 New Cover-Same Beautiful Story What happens when the very thing
ruining your life ends up saving it?I was never one to believe in spirits

Mistletoe Kisses-Isabella Starling 2020-01-11 All I want for Christmas is Mr. McLaren under the mistletoe...Of
course, that's all any girl in my senior class wants, but the crazy hot, decidedly grinchy Mr. McLaren is not an
option. Not only because he's our teacher, but because he's a real jerk.All year I've kept my head down, turned in
good work, and tried my best not to attract Mr. McLaren's attention. I'm comfortable admiring him from a safe
distance, but I know better than to get too close. As ridiculous as it is to imagine that my brilliant, arrogant
teacher might ever be interested in a student, there's something about the intensity of his gaze when I catch him
looking at me in class...I'm sure it's all in my head. At least, I'm sure of that until the day he overhears a classmate
asking me out.All of a sudden, I have Mr. McLaren's full attention. His methods of commanding mine are
unethical at best, but there's something so enigmatic about this man. I can't stay away.Not that he's giving me
much of a choice. I knew I wanted Mr. McLaren, but I didn't know...Maybe he wants me, too.Mistletoe Kisses is
the perfect festive winter treat. It is a very steamy student/teacher romance of 47,000 words (a short novel).

Hidden in Darkness-Alice Winters 2018-02-17 When Felix is hired to take care of a recently blinded man, he
thinks his life might finally be turning around. It has to be better than where he came from, but he has no idea
what he's signed up for. Lane is depressed, rude, and difficult to be around. It doesn't help that Felix is clearly not
qualified for the job, especially since he can't even make oatmeal right. But Felix is trying to make his life better,
so he'll put up with the man even if it requires some unconventional methods. Felix's humor soon pulls Lane out of
his depression, and Felix feels like things are finally going right in his life. That is, until he's attacked by someone
who wants to keep Lane quiet. It's clear that Lane isn't who he's pretending to be, and Felix should probably walk
away. But Felix has finally found a place where he belongs and he's willing to go to great lengths to stay by Lane's
side. Even if it involves kidnapping, stealing, and Felix's overwhelmingly bad ideas, Felix will do just about
anything because Lane is there for him unlike anyone else has ever been. Felix might be out of his element, but
one thing he is sure about is that he doesn't want to leave Lane... even if it costs him his life.Hidden in Darkness is
90k words of snark, car chases, and morally questionable choices. Newly edited with an updated cover.

Undaunted-Crystal Daniels 2020-05-04 Lies Will Be Told, Secrets Will Be Revealed, And What Was Once Lost
Will Be Found. As the VP of Kings of Retribution MC, Logan lives and breathes club life. After suffering the loss of
two women in his life, he grew cold and indifferent to the idea of love. He doesn't need to let anyone in. Logan has
seen the aftermath it can leave in its quake. The last thing he's looking for is someone to fill the void. Until - Bella
Jameson. Struggling to keep her head above water, Bella's only concern is taking care of her sister. The last thing
she expected was to fall in love with the sexy, tattooed biker, Logan Kane. With evil hiding in the shadows, Bella
has no idea the danger she and her sister Alba are about to face.

Taming a Duke's Wild Rose-Tammy Andresen 2016-11-01 Since the death of her mother, Lady Rose Wentworth
has dreamed of a hero. A knight or soldier who sweeps her off her feet and heals the scars she hides within. These
fantasies cloud her judgement when it comes to a man’s true nature and every suitor she pines for proves to be
less than honorable. But Rose is convinced she has finally found a true hero in the soldier, Carl Lundberg. Fearing
for Rose’s future, her father arranges a match with the scarred duke. Powerful and rich beyond reason, Lord
Wentworth is convinced this is the man who can provide a real future for his daughter. But Rose knows better, or
so she thinks. Now she is caught between two men, one handsome and dashing, the other scarred but intriguing
none-the-less. As each vies for her hand, Rose finds it more difficult to discern whose intentions are pure. The
more Rose is entangled in the web of love and marriage the more she questions which man has the true heart and
who can unlock hers.

His to Possess-Opal Carew 2014-03-18 First published as a six-part erotic serial, Opal Carew's His to Possess is
the intoxicating tale of a woman torn between a dominant billionaire and a tattooed, bad boy rock musician. Now
available for the first time as a complete book, this edition features sizzling new bonus material. Jessica's life was
in ruins...until she met him. Standing in the rain feeling lost in a new city, with no job and no prospects, she's
about to give up. Until Dane Rainier pulls up in his limo and offers her a ride—and sweeps her into the life of her
dreams. Now she has a high-powered job and is having the best sex of her life, exploring her submissive side
under the masterful hand of a gorgeous billionaire. But there's a part of her that's still holding back. Because the
truth is, she's never gotten over her ex-boyfriend Storm. A heavily muscled, motorcycle-riding rock musician,
Storm couldn't be any more different from Dane... and she just can't get him out of her head. Now Storm is about
to reappear and turn her whole world upside down. Both Dane and Storm make her body burn to be possessed,
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Bad Boys Online-Erin McCarthy 2004 The wacked-out love lives of three computer techies make for entertaining
reading in this hilarious and witty collection by a new talent. "Debut author Erin McCarthy pens a sizzling
anthology that triples our reading pleasure!"--"Romantic Times."
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